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Abstract : 

 Suppose, let us agree to this universe is relative but, a question arises that this relativity is of 

which relative? No answer, 

Other, the state of relative cannot come in to being without absolute if this principle may be truth that is 

our right to find it. 

 

Keyword : 

Space-motion-time are relative, But time may be suspect. Let us deep consideration about the 

time  

 

Introduction : 

 Personal time, universal time and eternal time. Primarily, let us consider about eternal time. 

Eternal time extended space occupied by the time ether in to the whole universe. Time is controller  on 

the whole universe. All this universe having move due to the time. Each entity having move due to this 

time. This time having Omni present, no birth, no die also always exits into the universe, on the universe 

and all entities into this time and time is into the each entity. Also, how is it relative? 

 

Demonstration : 

  Rather, All this universe emergence due to this time. Apparently this universe may look relative 

but really it is absolute. Really every entity having made by space, time and motion. They may not be 

separate from each other. In this three components time is pure absolute and space motion also 

absoluteness when they have connected to the time. Let us called to this time FATHER OF TIME. 

 

Result : 

Note, try to understand by knowledge this below fact. 
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You are looking me, I am looking you. Both are present here. We are looking to each other. This is a fact 

no imagine. You can never to look your face, can never look to your birth n die. Also you can say that I 

am present now. What is proof have you? No proof. 

Finally, you compel to believe on your father and mother and on surrounding people. We have come to 

conclusion, actually, you are present, also, you cannot see your face, birth and die. Similarly, this father of 

time have present also invisible. Nobody can say, this father of time is not present. So that, let us say this 

father of time is a principle of absolute. This father of time is a basic foundation for emergence of this 

whole universe (space, time, motion also) other, there is a right to say to each entity I am absolute, no 

relative. All this universe becomes transition not demise. It will better to say that this universe is corollary 

(vice tenet) than relative. This corollary universe is based on the father of time. 

 

Conclusion : 

Knowledge is needed to understand all this fact. Father of time is eternal. Velocity of light is absolute and 

this universe is corollary. 

Relativity is an imagination is a optical illusion and is as a babbling. 

 

Note, each entity may transition can never demise, is a continue present. In this situation please decided 

that this universe relative or absolute. Reconsideration is need between personals seconds, universal 

seconds and eternal seconds 

 

 

 


